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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that fixed point theorems play a main role in the proof of 
existence theorems of differential equations. The papers of Granas (see [5, 61) 
have extended the notion of topological degree to set-valued mappings and the 
fixed point theorems of Rothe and Borsuk have also been successfully established 
for the set-valued case. In this paper we shall prove two existence theorems for 
contingent differential equations by using the degree theory. The results 
obtained here are motivated by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, of [8, p. 4131 and are also 
generalizations of the results in [4, lo]. 
2. A FIXED POINT THEOREM 
Let E be a real Banach space with norm i . i, We shall use cc(E) to denote the 
collection of all nonempty convex and compact subsets of E. For every A E cc(E), 
IAl =sup{laI:aEA)andS,={xEE:Ixl =p}. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A mapping F: E - cc(E) is called homogeneous if 
F’(hx) = hF(x) for every real h and every x E E. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A mapping F: E ---f cc(E) is called completely continuous if 
(i) F is upper-semicontinuous, i.e., the graph of F, T’(F) = {(x, y): 
y  E F(x)) is closed in E x E; and 
(ii) F is compact, i.e., for each bounded subset D C E, the set F(D) = 
(JrED F(X) has compact closure. 
* The contents of this article are taken from the author’s doctoral dissertation written 
at Michigan State University under the supervision of Professor J. D. Schuur. 
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THEOREM 2.1 (fixed point property). Let F, G, H and J: E + cc(E) be 
completely continuous such that 
(i) F is homogeneous with the property x E F(x) 2 x = 0; 
(ii) G is bounded, i.e., // G 11 = supzEE 1 G(x)1 < K for some K; 
(iii) there exist a u > 0 and an E = E(F, a) > 0 such that 1 H(x)1 < E I x / 
for all x with j x I >, a > 0; and 
(iv) J(x) C F(x) + G(x) + H(x) for all x E E with j x 1 3 (J > 0. 
Then, there exists at least one x E E such that x E J(x) provided E is small enough. 
Proof. Consider the following completely continuous multivalued vector 
fields from E into cc(E): 
P&> = x - F(x); 
c++(x) = x -F(x) - H(x); 
y3(x) = x -F(x) - G(x) - H(x); 
v&) = x - JW 
Let @(A, x): [0, l] x E + cc(E) defined by @(A, x) = x -F(x) - AH(x) 
and let S, be a sphere with p > u. Clearly, @(A, X) is upper-semicontinuous and 
@([O, 11, S,) is relatively compact. Moreover, @(O, X) = q&~) and @(I, x) = 
vs(x). It follows from assumption (i) that y1 does not vanish on S, . From the 
complete continuity of F, we know that there exists a positive number y > 0 
such that 1 x -F(x)/ > y > 0 for all x E S, . Choosing E < y/2p and applying 
assumption (iii), we have 
1 x -F(x) - AH(x)1 > j x - F(x)1 - 1 AH(x)1 
> ----Y - E 1 x I > y - (y/2) > 0 
for all A E [0, l] and all x E S, . Hence, @(A, x) does not vanish on S, for all 
h E [0, 11. Therefore, v1 is homotopic to qua on S, . 
Let us consider Y: [0, I] x E + cc(E) defined by Y(h, x) = x -F(x) - 
hG(x) - H(x). We claim that !&‘(A, x) d oes not vanish on S, for all h E [0, l] if p 
is large enough. Suppose not. Then there exists an x E S, such that x EF(x) + 
A+) + H(x). By [Z L emma 11, there exists an 01 = a(F) > 0 such that 
I x I < a I XG(x) + H(x)1 -5 Oy\K + OIE I x /. 
Choose E < l/201. We have 1 x I < cAK + & / x /, i.e., / x 1 < 2&K. This is a 
contradiction since 1 x I = p, which can be chosen arbitrarily large. Hence, 
we have shown that q+ and p)s are homotopic on S, for sufficiently large p. 
Finally, from assumption (iv) we know that vs and v4 are homotopic with the 
homotopy 
@(A 4 = VW(x) + (1 - A> ! V(X) I v] n V(X), 
&here U is the closed unit ball entered at 0 in E. 
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Hence, y1 and P?Q are homotopic on S, with large p if E is small enough. It 
follows from the theorems of Granas [5, 61 that the characteristic of y1 (hence ‘p4) 
on S’, is odd. Hence, there exists an x E E with 1 x < p such that n: E J(X). 1 
Remark 2.1. In Theorem 2.1, conditions (iii) and (iv) may be replaced by 
(iii)’ / H(x)/ < E 1 x i for some E = l (F, p) and all x with 1 s j < p; and 
(iv)’ J(x) CF(x) + G(x) + H(x) f or all x with / x 1 < p, where p > 0 
is sufficiently large. 
Remark 2.2. In Theorem 2.1, if the condition j N(x)/ < C(X) holds for all 
x E E, then E depends on F only. 
The following corollary is clear from the proof of Theorem 2. I : 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let F, H and J: E + cc(E) be completely continuous and 
such that 
(i) F is homogeneous with the property x E F(x) + x = 0; 
(ii) for any positive number p > 0 and all x with / x j < p, / H(x)/ ,< E j x / 
for some E = E(F, p); 
(iii) J(x) C F(x) + H(x) fog all x E E with / x i < p. 
Then, there exists at least one x E E with 1 x : < p such that x E J(x) provided E 
is suficitmtly small. 
Instead of a Lipschitz-type condition, Corollary 2.1 still holds if I H(x)1 is 
small in a neighborhood of 0 E E: 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let F, H and J: E + cc(E) be completely continuous such thut 
(i) F is homogeneous with the property x E F(x) =P x = 0; 
(ii) for some positive number p > 0, there exists an E = E(F, p) such that 
IH( ,(~pforallx~EwithIxI ,(p; 
(iii) J(x) C F(x) + H(x) fat. all x E E with / x 1 ,( p. 
Then, there exists at least one x E E with I x ~ < p such that x E J(x) provided E 
is s@ciently small. 
The next corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1: 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let F, G, H and J: E -+ cc(E) be completely continuous such 
that 
(i) F is homogeneous with the property x E F(x) - x = 0; 
(ii) G is bounded; 
(iii) ~H(x)l/jx]-+Ou.~xi+oo; 
(iv) J(x) C F(x) + G(x) + H(x) for all x E E. 
Then, there exists at least one x E E such that x E J(X). 
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3. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM LIKE FRRDHOLM'S ALTERNATIVE 
Let A be a compact interval in R and let Cn be the Banach space of all con- 
tinuous functions from A into R” with the topology of uniform convergence. 
L’(A) denotes the collection of Lebesgue integrable functions from A into R”. 
DEFINITION 3.1. We say a mapping F: A x R 4 cc(Rn) satisfies the 
Caratheodory condition provided 
(i) F(t, X) is measurable in t for each fixed x E Rn; 
(ii) F(t, X) is upper-semicontinuous in x for each fixed t E I; and 
(iii) for each compact subset D of I x Rn, there exists a function m(t) = 
m,(t) which is integrable over Proj, D 7 {t E I: there exists an 3c E R such that 
(t, X) E D> such that j F(t, x)1 < m(t) for all (t, X) E D. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F(t, x): [a, b] x R” ---f cc(R”) be an orientor field which 
satisfies the Caratht!odory conditions. Then the set-valued mapping G(x): C’n + 
cc(P) de$ned by 
G(x) = /g(t): g(t) = J’fz(s) ds, where fz E Ll([u, b]) 
n 
andfz(s) E F(s, x(s)) for all s E [a, b] 1 
is completely continuous. 
Proof. It is easy to see that F(t, x(t)) h as an integrable selection f=(t) (see 
[l, 111). Hence, G(x) # a. The compactness and upper-semicontinuity of G 
can be proved by the standard Ascoli’s type argument using [9, Lemma 2.11. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Let F, G: A + cc(R”) be measurable and integrably bounded and 
K(t) be a ball in R” centered at 0 with radius 1 K(t)/ such that 1 K(t)\ is integrable 
over A. IfF(t) C G(t) + K(t)for all t Ed, then 
where (S) Jd denotes the integral of a set-valued function over A in the sense of 
Aumann (see [l]). 
Proof. Let f(t) be a measurable selection of F(t). Then the function H(t): 
A - cc(R”) defined by 
WI = [f(t) + WI n G(t) 
is well defined and measurable. Hence, H(t) has a measurable selection h(t). 
40915713-9 
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Clearly, h(t) is also a measurable selection of G(t). And h(t) = f(t) + k(t) where 
k(t) E K(t) is measurable. Hence, 
f(t) = h(t) - k(t) = h(t) + (--k(t)), 
where h(t) E G(t) and --K(t) E K(t) are both measurable. 1 
Remark 3.1. If G and K are defined as in Lemma 3.2, it is easy to see that 
(8 i, (G + K) = (9 jA G + (S) jA K. 
Consider the following contingent differential equations with general boundary 
conditions: 
2(t) E A(4 x(t)), Lx(t) = 0, (1) 
k(t) E Q(t, x(t)), Lx(t) = a, (2) 
where Q(t, X) C A(t, x) + B(t, x) -t p(t, x). 
THEOREM 3.1 (Fredholm’s alternative). Let A, B, P, and Q: A x Rn -+ 
cc(R”) satisfy the Carath6odory conditions. Suppose that 
0) 49 ) h g x is omo eneous with respect to x, that is, A(t, Xx) = hA(t, x) 
for all real X; 
(ii) B(t, x) C K(t), h w ere K(t) is a ball in R” centered at 0 with radius 
1 K(t)/ such that 1 K(t)/ is integrable ooer A; 
(iii) there exists E = E(A, o, 6) > 0 such that a(t, Y) < EY for any Y > 
u > 0, where o > 0 is arbitrary, ol(t, Y) = ~upl~l(~ 1 P(t, x)1, and 6 = m(A) 
is the measure of A; 
(iv) L: Cn -+ Rn is linear and continuous. 
Then, (1) has unique solution x(t) = 0 implies that (2) has at least one solution 
for any a E Rn, provided E is small enough. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume A = [0, T]. Define F, 
G, H, and J: Cn + cc(C”) by 
F(x) = 1 j” u(s) ds + Lx + x(0): u(s) E A(s, x(s))/ , 
0 
G(x) = Ijot u(s) ds - a: u(s) E K(s)/ , 
H(x) = iit u(s) ds: I ~($1 < 6 I ~($11 , 
J(x) = /lt u(s) ds + Lx - a + 4Y: 44 E Q(s, x(5,)/ , 
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where t E [0, T] and u(t) EL~([O, 7’1). Then the existences of the solutions of (1) 
and (2) are equivalent to the existences of the fixed points of F and J, respec- 
tively. It follows from Lemma 3.1 and the fact that the continuous linear 
operator L is bounded that F, G, H, and J are all completely continuous. 
Clearly, F is homogeneous with only x(t) = 0 as its fixed point. G is bounded 
by assumption (ii). Let l? Rn + cc(Rn) defined by P”(X) = {u E R”: 1 u 1 < c 1 x I>. 
Then for any x(t) E C”, p(x(t)) is a ball in Rn centered at 0 with radius E 1 x(t)] 
which is integrable over [0, T]. From the way we define H, one sees easily that 
and 
H(x) = 16 u(s) ds: u(s) E &x(s))/ 
Moreover, 1 P(t, x)1 < a(t, / x I) < E ) x ) for all X, I x I = T > D > 0. Hence, 
P(t, x) C P(t, X) for all x, j x 1 >, (T. It follows from Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.1 
that 
J(x) = ]I u(s) ds + Lx - a + x(0): u(s) E Q(s, x(s))/ 
C If,’ 4) ds + Lx - a + x(O): u(s) E A($, x(s)) + B(s, x(s)) + P(s, x(s))[ 
C ]JI,’ u(s) ds + Lx - a + x(0): u(s) E A(s, x(s)) + K(s) + B(x(s))) 
= ]J’,’ u(s) ds 3 Lx + x(0) + J^b o(s) ds - a + Lt w(s) ds: u(s) E A@, x(s)), 
V(s) E K(s) and ru(s) E ~(x(s))/ 
= F(x) + G(x) + H(x) 
for all x E Cn with ] x / 3 o > 0. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, there exists at least 
one x E Cn such that x E J(x). 1 
Remark 3.2. It follows from Remark 2.1 that condition (iii) of Theorem 3.1 
can be replaced by 
(iii)’ there exists an E = E(A, p, 6) > 0 such that OL(~, Y) < ET for all 
r Q p, where cr(t, r) = suplsicr 1 P(t, x)1, 6 = m(d), and p > 0 is sufficiently 
large. 
Remark 3.3. As in Remark 2.2, in Theorem 3.1, if (iii) holds for all x E E, 
then E depends on A and 6 only. 
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In (2), when B(t, x) = (0} and a = 0, we have the equation 
k(t) E Q(t, x(t)), Lx(t) == 0, 
where Q(t, x) C A(t, x) + P(t, x). 
(3) 
In this case, G(x) =z (0). Therefore, following the proof of the above theorem 
and applying Corollary 2.1 instead of Theorem 3.1, we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let A, P, andQ: A x Rn + cc(Rn) satisfy the Caratheodory 
conditions. Suppose that 
(i) A(t, x) is homogeneous with respect to x; 
(ii) for any p > 0, there exists an E = E(A, p, 8) > 0 such that a(t, r) 3 ET 
fir all Y < v, where a(t, r) = suplzl~r 1 P(t, x)1 and S = m(A) is the measure of A; 
(iii) L: Cn -+ Rn is linear and continuous. 
Then, (1) has unique solution x(t) = 0 implies that (3) has at least one solution 
v(t) with / y j < pprovided E is small enough. 
Similarly, applying Corollary 2.2, we have 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A, P, andQ: A x Rn -+ cc(Rn) satisfy the Carathe’odory 
conditions. Suppose that 
(i) A(t, x) is homogeneous with respect o x; 
(ii) for some positive number p > 0, there exists an E = c(A,,p, 6) > 0 
such that a(t, p) = suplsl(,, 1 P(t, x)1 < ep, where 6 = m(d) is the measure of A; 
(iii) L: C’s + Rn is linear and continuous. 
Then, (1) has unique solution x(t) = 0 implies that (3) has ut least one solution 
q(t) with / y / < p provided E is small enough. 
From Corollary 2.3 and the way we prove Theorem 3.1, there follows 
immediately 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A, B, P, and Q: A x Rn -+ cc(Rn) satisfy the Cara- 
theodory conditions. Suppose that 
(i) A(t, x) is homogeneous with respect o x; 
(ii) B(t, x) C K(t), where K(t) is a ball in Rn centered at 0 with radius 
1 K(t)1 such that 1 K(t)1 is integrable over A; 
(iii) a(t, r)/r -+ Ounsformlyintasr -+ oo,twhereor(t, r) = suplrl(r 1 P(t,x)l; 
(iv) L: Cn + RRn is linear and continuous. 
Then, (1) has unique solution x(t) = 0 implies that (2) has at least one solution 
for any a E R”. 
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Remark 3.4. Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 generalize Theorems 2.1 and 
2.2, respectively, in [S, p. 4131 to a perturbed homogeneous contingent differen- 
tial equation with general linear boundary condition. 
4. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF CONTINGEXT FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 
Let y > 0 be a given real number and C, = C([-r, 01, R”) be the Banach 
space of all continuous functions from C-r, 0] into R” with the norm of each 
element v, !I v 11 = sup-,.~~a 1 v(e)l. For any function x E C(R, R”) and t E R, 
we define a function xt: [--1, 0] -+ R” by 
x&9) = x(t $- e), 
where -r < 0 < 0. Clearly, xt E C, . The function xt can be considered as the 
segment of X(T) defined ,on [t - T, t] and translated to [-r, 01. Also, we shall 
use AC([a, b]) to denote the collection of all absolutely continuous functions 
defined on [a, b] and Comp(R”) to denote the collection of nonempty compact 
subsets of R*. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A mapping F: R x C, -+ Comp(R”) is called a functional 
orientor field. And a relation of the form 
$0 E W, 4 m 
is called a contingent functional differential equation. 
DEFINITION 4.2. For a fixed x E C(R, R”), we say a function F(t, xJ: 
R x C, -+ Comp(R”) is measurable in t if the function E: R -+ Comp(Rn) 
defined by 
P(t) = F(t, xt) 
is measurable. 
DEFINITION 4.3. For a fixed t E R, we say a function F(t, xt) from R x C,. 
into Comp(Rn) is upper-semicontinuous in x (in the sense of metric) if, for any 
F > 0 and any x E C(R, R”), there exists a S > 0 such that 
for allyE C(R, Rn) with IIyt-xt I/ < 6, where B,(D) = {SE Rn: supUED ; x-y / < E>. 
DEFINITION 4.4. We say a functional orientor field F(t, xJ: R x C, + 
Comp(R”) satisfies the Carathkodory conditions if 
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(i) F(t, .x$ is measurable in t for each fixed x E C(R, P); 
(ii) F(t, XJ is upper-semicontinuous in x for each fixed t E R; 
(iii) for any closed and bounded subset D of R x C, , /F(D)/ is bounded. 
Remark 4.1. It follows from condition (iii) of Definition 4.4 that a functional 
orientor field satisfying the Caratheodory conditions must be compact. 
DEFINITION 4.5. A function x(t) is said to be a solution of (F) if there exist 
t,, E R and A > 0 such that 
x(t) E C([t, - r, to + Al, Rn), 
x(t) E AC([t, , to + Al), 
“(4 E F(t, xt) 
for almost every t E [to , t, + A]. 
We shall consider the periodic solution of the following contingent functional 
differential equations of retarded type: 
n(t) E A@, x,), (1’) 
$4 E Q(t, 4, (2’) 
where Q(t, xt) C A(t, xt) + B(t, xt) + P(t, xt). 
THEOREM 4.1 (Fredholm’s alternative). Let A, B, P, andQ: R x C, + cc(Rn) 
satisfy the Carathkodory conditions and be T-periodic in R for some T > 0. Suppose 
that 
(i) A(t, xt) is homogeneous with respect to x, i.e., A(t, /\xt) = hA(t, xt) for 
for all h E R and X, E C,; 
(ii) B(t, xt) C K(t) where K(t) is a ball in R” centered at 0 with radius 
j K(t)/ such that / K(t)1 is integrable over any T-interval [t, t + T]; 
(iii) there exists an E = <(A, p, T) > 0 such that a(t, m) < cm for all 
m > p > 0 where p > 0 is arbitrary and ol(t, m) = supl,2tll~m 1 P(t, xt)/. 
Then, (1’) has x(t) = 0 as the unique T-periodic solution implies that (2’) has at 
least one T-periodic solution, provided E is small enough. 
Proof. Let 8, denote the set of all continuous T-periodic functions from R 
into Rn, K(P) denote the set of all nonempty convex subsets of P, and Lp(R) 
denote the set of all functions from R into R” which are integrable over any 
finite interval in R. 
(i) Let P*(t, xt): R x C, + cc(R”) be defined by 
P(t, xt) = {a E Rn: 1 a / ,( E 11 xt Ii}, 
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Clearly, P* is well defined and P(t, xt) C P*(t, xt) for any (t, xt) E R x C, . 
One can check easily that P* satisfies the Caratheodory conditions. 
(ii) Define the operatorsF, G, H, and J: 9, + K(P) by 
,-(t-s) [x(s) + U(S)] ds: u eLFC(R) and U(S) E A(s, x,) for all s E R 
I 
, 
e-@‘)~(,) ds: u ELF(R) and U(S) E K(s) for all s E R 
I 
, 
e-‘“-“‘u(s) ds: u E L?(R) and u(s) E P*(s, x8) for all s E R 
I 
, 
c+~)[x(s) + u(s)] d s: u EL?(R) and U(S) E Q(s, xs) for all s E R 
I 
. 
From our hypothesis that B(t, XJ is T-periodic in R, we can assume without 
loss of generality that the ball K(t) which contains B(t, xt) is also T-periodic. 
All the improper integrals defined above converge since x, A, K, P*, and Q are 
periodic (hence bounded). For each x E 8, , A(t, x1) is measurable in t and is 
integrably bounded. Hence,F(x) is not empty. The convexity follows immediately 
from the fact that A is convex valued. Therefore, F is well defined. Similarly, 
G, H, and 1 are well defined. 
(iii) Let us define P, G, Z? and p: .Yr -+ cc(B,) by 
I;‘(x) = F(x) n 8,) e(s) = G(x) n 8, , 
B(x) = H(x) n 8, , m = J(x) n 97- * 
Since, for each x E Pr. , A(t, xt) is T-periodic, measurable, and bounded, there 
exists a T-periodic function fZ(t) E LyC(R) such that fJt) E A(t, xt) for all t E R. 
This is possible because we can have a measurable selectionf,(t) on [0, T] with 
f%(O) = f&T) and then duplicate it on the intervals [kT, (k + l)T], where k is a 
nonzero integer. Let f&r): R -+ Rn defined by 
f%(t) = j:, e-(“-“‘[x(s) +fz(s)] ds. 
It is clear that fX E F(x) n Br . Hence, P(x) is not empty. Since B, is a convex 
subspace of C”, P(x) is convex. By using the Ascoli lemma and [9, Lemma 2.11, 
one finds that the set 
W-4 I [O, Tl = {f&> I [O, Tl:f, EF(x)} 
is compact in C([O, T], R”). However, since P(x) is a family of T-periodic 
continuous functions, a sequence of functions in P(x) converges uniformly in 
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[0, T] implies that it converges uniformly in R and the limit function is also 
T-periodic. Hence, for each x E 8, , P(x) is indeed compact in 8, . Therefore, 
P is well defined. Similarly, 6, Z?, and j are all well defined. 
(iv) P, e, 8, and 1 are compact: Let D = {x E 9”,: j x [ < K) be a 
bounded subset of 8, . It suffices to show that cl p(D) is sequentially compact. 
Let { y,}z=i C P(D) C F(D). Then, 
m(t) E (S) j:, e++)[x,(s) + A(s, -G,)] ds, 
where x, E D. Since D is bounded and A(t, XJ is periodic in t, it follows from 
Definition 4.4 that 1 A(s, xn,)j < R for all s E R and n = 1,2,... . Hence, 
) y,(t)/ < 1’ 
--m 
e++)(K -1 I?) ds = (K + I?) emt J-L es ds 
=K+l? 
for all t E R and n = I, 2,... . Therefore, { yn}E1 is uniformly bounded. 
For any tl , tz E R, without loss of generality, we may assume tl < t, . Let 
B K+~ be the ball in R” centered at 0 with radius K + J?. Clearly, 
Y,(t) E e-"(s) 1;. ‘@~+Rds 
for all n = 1,2 ,... and s, t E R. For any n, let 
z+(s): (-CD, tl] -+ R”, 
z+(s): (-co, t2] -+ Rn 
be integrable selections of BK+~ and U&S) 1 (-co, tJ = U*(S) such that 
yn(tl) = e-” 
.f 
t1 
e%,(s) ds and 
--cc 
yn(tz) = 2’2 1:: e%,(s) ds. 
Then, 
Yn(tl) - yn(t2) = e+ j:: esul(s) ds - e-‘2 1:: e”u,(s) ds - eMt2 1:: e%(s) ds 
< (eet 1 - e-‘2) (1 e”(K + I?) ds + ewtz lr eS(K + a) ds 
= (K + I?) [2(1 - etlpt2) + (eeta - e?l)]. 
Therefore, { ym}zal is equicontinuous in R. The compactness of p then follows 
from Ascoli. Similarly, one can show that G, g, and 9 are all compact. 
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(v) P, G:, IT, and g are upper-semicontinuous: For compact mappings, 
it suffices to show that the graphs of P, G, A, and I are closed. This can easily 
be done again by applying [9, Lemma 2. I]. 
(vi) By direct computations, we know that any fixed point of P (resp. J) 
is a T-periodic solution of (1’) (resp. (2’)). Th ere f ore, it is equivalent for us to 
show that the operator 1 has at least one fixed point for small E if E has only 
x(t) = 0 as its fixed point. 
(vii) It follows easily from assumption (i) thatF (hence P) is homogeneous. 
(viii) G is bounded: Consider the function /3: R --+ R defined by 
Since K(t) is T-periodic, by using the transformation s’ = s - T, we have 
B(t + T) = 1;:’ e--(t+T-s) / K(s)1 ds 
I 
t 
= e-(t-s’) j K(s’ + T)/ ds’ 
--co 
I 
t 
zzz ed-“‘) 1 K(s’)l ds’ 
= /lit; 
for any t E R. Hence, /3(t) is T-periodic. Clearly, /3(t) is continuous. Therefore, 
/I is bounded by some M < p. It follows easily that G (hence G) is bounded by M. 
(ix) Z? is Lipschitzian at 0: For each x E 9, such that (1 x I] = m 3 
p > 0, by the way we define H and P*, one has 
I H(x)1 d “,yi .c e-tt+) ! p*(s, x,)1 ds 
ft-@c I! x, /I ds 
es ds 
=4X//. 
Since a(x) C H(x), we have ] B(X)\ < E II x )I for all x E Pr with (1 x I\ >, p > 0. 
(x) J(x) C p(x) + G(x) + Z?!(x) for all x E 8,: For every (t, XJ E R x C,, 
we have 
Q(t, 4 C A@, 4 + B(t, xt> + P(t, xt) 
c -qt, xt) + K(t) + p*p, xt). 
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It follows from Lemma 3.2 that J(X) C F(x) + G(x) + H(x) for any x E -Yr . 
Hence, for anyj, E J(X) n Pp, , we have 
where fz EF(x), g, E G(x), h, E H(X) and t E R. Since jz E 9r , we can restrict 
our consideration on [0, T]. Let 
fz(t) = j-:, e-yx(s) + u(s)] ds, 
gl(t) = j-;m e-‘t-s~u(s) ds, 
h,(t) = It e-(t-s)w(s) ds, 
--m 
where U, o, w EL~([O, T]) and U(S) E A(s, x8), V(S) E K(s), and w(s) E P*(s, x,) 
for all s E [0, T]. Without loss of generality, we may assume that u(0) = u(T), 
e(O) = V(T), and w(0) = w(T). 
Define u*, v*, and w*: R + R” by duplicating u, v, and w, respectively, on 
[KZ’, (k + l)T], where 12 is any integer. We then consider the functions$ , & , 
and 4: R + Rfl defined by 
f%(t) = 6 e-‘“-“‘[x(s) + u*(s)] ds, 
k%(t) = /St c’~-~)w *(s) ds, 
-cc 
t&(t) = I” edt+)w *(s) ds. 
-cc 
One can see easily that 
AC(t) = L(t) + iw) + &t> 
for all t E R, where jz Ed, g’$ E G(X), and h”, E E?(x). Hence J(X) C P(x) + 
C(x) + R(x) for all x E 9, . 
(xi) From parts (iii)-(x), we have shown that P, G, R, and 3 satisfy all 
the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Our proof follows immediately. 1 
Remark 4.2. To apply Theorem 4.1, one must know that the homogeneous 
equation (1) has only a trivial solution. In case A is single-valued, this is true 
if (1’) has an exponential dichotomy (see [2, Lemma 51). Hence, Eq. (1’) will 
have only a trivial T-periodic solution if (I ‘) is uniformly asymptotically stable 
or there is no characteristic exponent of (1’) with zero real part (see [7]). 
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Remark 4.3. In view of Remark 2.1, assumption (iii) of Theorem 4.1 can be 
replaced by 
(iii)’ There exists an E = E(A, p) > 0 such that a(t, m) < cm for all 
m < p, where p is a sufficiently large number and OI(~, m) = supllZ~,,+ / J’(t, +)I. 
From Corollary 2.3 and the way we prove Theorem 4.1, there follows imme- 
diately 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let A, B, P and Q: R x C, --t cc(R”) satisjy the Cara- 
tht!odory conditions and be T-periodic in R for some T > 0. Suppose that 
(i) A(t, xt) is homogeneous with respect to x; 
(ii) B(t, xt) C K(t), where K(t) is a ball centered at 0 with radius 1 K(t)\ 
such that ( K(t)1 is integrable over any T-interval [t, t + T]; 
(iii) or(t, m)/m ---f 0 uniformly in t as m + 03, where a(t, m) = 
suPllstllsm I W %)I. 
Then, (1’) has unique T-periodic solution x(t) = 0 implies that (2’) has at least 
one T-periodic solution. 
Remark 4.4. Corollary 4.1 is a generalization of a result by Fennel (see [4]). 
In (2’), when B(t, XJ = 0, we have the equation 
k c Q@, 4, where Q(t, xt) C A(t, xt) + P(t, xi). (3’) 
In this case, it is clear that G(x) = G(x) = {O}. Therefore, following the proof 
of Theorem 4.1 and applying Corollary 2.2 instead of Theorem 2.1, we obtain 
the following 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let A, P, andQ: R x C, + cc(Rn) satisfy the CarathJodory 
conditions and be T-periodic in R for some T > 0. Suppose that 
(i) A(t, xt) is homogeneous with respect to x; 
(ii) there exists a f3 > 0 such that ( P(t, xt)\ < 0p for all t E R and 11 xt ji < p, 
where p is some positive number. 
Then, (1’) has only trivial T-periodic solution implies that (3’) has at least one 
T-periodic solution cp(t) with 1 v  1 < p, provided 8 is small enough. 
Remark 4.5. Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 generalize Theorems 2.1 and 
2.2, respectively, in [8, p. 4131 to perturbed homogeneous contingent functional 
differential equations. However, for the generalization of Theorem 2.1, we lose 
the uniqueness. 
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